BCPSIG

- **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  - Worked on Blockchain Smart Contract e-RFI (OMG 1st)
  - Had a presentation from Timothey Dunlevy talking about Boeing’s experience with Distributed Ledger Technology Standards and Aerospace Industry Best Practices
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • bcpsig2022-09-01 Blockchain Smart Contract e-RFI

• Future Deliverables (In-Process):
  – Technology Adoptions
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • Supply Chain RFI

• Liaisons
  • N/A

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Possibly Starting RFI on Supply Chain RFI
  – Possibly finding out IOTA’s new rep
  – Find New Presenters to talk about their Blockchain experience
  – Submit Smart Contract RFI for final vote at MARS